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Daytona 500 champion and NASCAR legend Geoff
Bodine has been front and center in most of the
Victory Circle celebrations in his life, but when the
United States Men's Four-Man Bobsled team broke
a 62-year drought and won the Olympic Gold Medal at the recently-completed Vancouver Games, the
New York state native was happy to fade into the
background.
"I've never felt so much pride in all my life," Bodine
said. "But I was just a small part of this. Those kids
up there on the medal stand, they're the ones that
made it happen. They deserve all the glory."
That point is argued by
every member of Team
USA, who collectively
point to Bodine as "the
savior" of USA Bobsledding.
It was almost two decades ago in 1992 when Bodine first watched a
bobsled race. He was immediately struck by the
sub-par performances of the U.S. team and started
asking questions about the U.S. program.
At the time, U.S. bobsledders were using castoff
sleds from teams in Germany, Switzerland, Yugoslavia, Italy, and others, and the mostly collegeaged athletes were scraping the money together
themselves to buy these used sleds. Team USA
was in dire straits.
"This didn't sit real well with me," Bodine said.
"Above all else, I'm a proud American and I
couldn't stand to see our athletes trying to race
these powerhouse European and Russian teams in
old, beat-up sleds. This is America. We should
have the best of the best.
"Well, I decided to do something about it so I got
with a buddy of mine who builds racecars, Bob
Cuneo, and we talked about applying the NASCAR
technology we had to build bobsleds right here in
America for our athletes to use."

friendly bobsled competition on historic Mount Van
Hoevenberg. The annual Lucas Oil Geoff Bodine
Bobsled Challenge presented by Whelen Engineering
has since become a major contributor to the Bo-Dyn
Bobsled Challenge and with each sled costing upwards
of $75,000, funding remains at a premium.
"What Geoff Bodine has done for USA Bobsledding is
nothing short of amazing," said Pro Stock champion Jeg
Coughlin Jr., whose drives in the annual Bo-Dyn
Challenge and supports the cause through his family's
company, JEGS Mail Order. "From what the athletes tell
me, the team might not even be here today if it wasn't for
Geoff and the vision he had. Now we're gold medal
winners. We've become the standard for all the other
countries to follow."
Team USA's resurrection from also-rans to medal
winners has become such a topic of discussion in worldwide sledding circles that the top teams are now looking
to their own country's auto racing community for help.
"We've worked hard and gained a slight edge but they've
all seen what we've done and they're coming after us
again," Bodine said. "The level of competition has never
been higher and it's only going to get better. It's very
exciting."

The enormous start-up costs came right out of Bodine's pocket and the team was so far behind the
performance curve that it took them 10 years to
start winning medals on the world stage. But Bodine's perseverance paid off and the USA's men's
and women's teams are now regulars on world cup
and Olympic podiums.
A little more than five years ago, Bodine began a
fundraising event at Team USA's home track in
Lake Placid, N.Y., and invited several of his NASCAR and NHRA buddies up for a weekend of

AARWBA member Rob Geiger covers drag racing for
AutoWeek, SPEEDtv.com, and his own news Web site,
go2geiger.com. His company, Geiger Media, also represents
several sponsors and drivers.
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By Rob Geiger

To kick off its expansion that will
include drag racing, GoRacingTV.com
will introduce this week, longtime motorsports writer Susan Wade's
"Reaction Time" column.

In the last issue of ImPRESSions we noted that
the Horsepower Trophy presented to Jeff Gordon was one of the items featured on the television show Pawn Stars. We asked how the
trophy came to be offered up to a pawn shop
and recently the question was put to Jeff directly.
Can you talk about how your sports writers
driver of the year award got onto the show
pawn stars?:
“I honestly still have no idea. We’re trying to
do some investigating on it right now. When I
first heard about it, I didn’t think it was real. I’m
still trying to find out. I’ll go to the shop and buy
it back. I don’t really know. We don’t give away
trophies. It’s news to me. Don’t be too upset,
I’m a little upset too and just trying to figure it
out. When I learn more about it, I’ll let you
know.”

Hal Minyard 1925 - 2010
Member Robert Falcon sent us
a note saying Hal Minyard, a
legenday sprint car driver and
a member of the National
Sprint Car Hall of Fame
passed away on March 4,
2010.
Falcon: “Hal was a local
Midget driver and later went to work for Clarence
Cagle at The Indianapolis Motor Speedway.
“I heard that he was working for the museum as
one of the tour bus drivers that drove the visitors
around the 2.5 mile oval, so I climbed aboard his
bus one day and we had a few moments of
"Hellos" when I uttered, ‘Well you finally found
something to drive that you won't plant into the
fence!’ And we both had a laugh.
“He's been under the weather for quite a spell.”

"GoRacingTV.com is an energetic,
young company, and I'm excited to be
part of its growth," Wade said.
The feature will appear each Tuesday. A link to the
new column will be prominent on the
GoRacingTV.com main page.
Wade also will host the upcoming drag-racing video
show "ET: One Minute" that is set to debut later this
month on the GoRacingTV.com.
About Susan Wade:
She is the National Vice-President of the American
Auto Racing Writers & Broadcasters Association and
is a regular contributor to National Speed Sport News,
Competition Plus, and Drag Racing Action, as well as
The Newark Star-Ledger, The Chicago Tribune, The
San Bernardino Sun, and other newspapers throughout the country.

Google Does It Again
Great service and it's free!!!
This is something you will want to have and use! Remember
when the telephone company charged [still do] to get a phone
number from information? Some mobile providers charge $1.49
per call! Well compliments to GOOGLE! Here's a number worth
putting in your cell phone, or your home phone speed dial: 1800- GOOG 411 . This is an awesome service from GOOGLE ,
and it's free -- great when you are on the road.
Don't waste your money on information calls and don't waste
your time manually dialing the number. I am driving along in my
car and I need to call the golf course and I don't know the number. I hit the speed dial for Google information number that I
have programmed.
The voice at the other end says, "City & State."
I say, "Garland, Texas."
They say, "Business, Name or Type of Service."
I say, Firewheel Golf Course."
They say, "Connecting" and Firewheel Golf Course answers
the phone. How great is that? This is Nationwide and it is absolutely free!
Click on the link below and watch the short clip for a quick demonstration. Pass this on to friends and family!
www.google.com/goog411

Photo courtesy www.b2-design.biz
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GoRacingTV.com Adds
Susan Wade As Host

Jeff Gordon Replies

Dale Armstrong, Joie Chitwood, Alan Kulwicki, Jeremy McGrath, Ken
Squier, Jerry Titus, Rich Vogler headed for the Motorsports HOF

around the race tracks of America make them true hall of
famers,” said Ron Watson, president of the Hall of Fame.
Dale Armstrong – Credited with numerous innovations
in drag racing technology, Armstrong was the first crew
chief to use wind tunnels for improved aerodynamics.
This mechanical genius tuned Kenny Bernstein to four
consecutive Funny Car championships in 1985-1988,
plus a total of 28 national event wins. Later, with Bernstein in the Top Fuel division, he became the first crew
chief to break the 300 MPH barrier. The 1996 Top Fuel
title placed Armstrong among the elite crew chiefs to
have won championships in both Funny Car and Top
Fuel. Armstrong had an outstanding driving career himself, winning 12 NHRA National events in the 1970s.
Joie Chitwood - Known as “The Chief,” Chitwood had
two successful careers; one as a racer and another as a
world-renowned stuntman. He was the AAA East Coast
Sprint Car Champion in 1939 and 1940. He was the CSRA Sprint Car Champion in 1942. He raced at Indianapolis seven times, placing 5 th on three occasions. He
was the first driver to wear a seat belt at the Brickyard.
His popular and long-running Joie Chitwood Thrill Show
led to stunt work in motion pictures and television. Chitwood died in 1988.
Alan Kulwicki - Hard working and fiercely independent,
he worked his way up from the short tracks of the Midwest to become the first owner/driver since Richard Petty
in 1979 to win the NASCAR Cup championship when he
dramatically captured the title in 1992. The NASCAR
Rookie of the Year in 1986, Kulwicki inaugurated the
“Polish Victory Lap” when he celebrated by circling the
track clockwise after he won for the first time at Phoenix
in 1988. Kulwicki died in April 1993, during his reign as
NASCAR champion, when his plane crashed en route to
a race in Bristol, Tenn.
Jeremy McGrath - This native Californian became the
most popular motorcycle racer of the 1990s and perhaps
all time. From 1993 until his retirement in 2002, McGrath
obliterated every record in AMA Supercross racing en
route to eight national championships. His unique crowd
pleasing riding maneuvers, while leaping the high-flying
jumps of Supercross, helped launch the sport of freestyle
motocross. His tremendous fan appeal gave impetus to
the rapid growth of Supercross, but his popularity transcended the sport. McGrath appeared regularly on na-

tional television shows and commercials, along with starring in
video games that topped the sales charts during his reign as
the “King of Supercross.”
Ken Squier - The owner of the voice that introduced millions to
stock car racing began his career as a track announcer in the
1950s. While owning radio stations that formed the Radio Vermont Group, he acquired the Thunder Road track in Barre, Vt.,
and later became the lead voice of the Motor Racing Network
providing NASCAR coverage on national radio. He was one an
ABC motorsports announcer in 1964 before moving to CBS for
the first flag-to-flag live coverage of the Daytona 500 in 1979.
His call of that historic event is credited by many to have been
a major contributor to a significant growth spurt for the phenomenal popularity of NASCAR. He still plies his trade as a commentator on the FOX Network.

Jerry Titus - During the 1960s, the glory days of Trans Am rac-

trophy for Ford. He placed third in points in 1968 and 1969. An
accomplished writer and editor of Sports Car Graphic Magazine, Titus was killed in a racing crash at Road America in
1970. Titus' name is remembered annually by the America Auto Racing Writers and Broadcasters Association when it presents its choice for driver of the year with the “Jerry Titus
Memorial Award.”
Rich Vogler - In 1980, Vogler became the first driver to capture
both the USAC sprint and midget titles in the same season. He
also won the midget crown in 1978, 1983, 1986 and 1988. He
won additional sprint car titles in 1980 and 1989. A five-time
finish in 1989. His record of 134 national event wins in various
divisions of United States Auto Club competition ranks second
behind only Inaugural Hall of Fame inductee A.J. Foyt.
Vogler's last victory came when, at age 39, he lost his life in an
accident on the final lap while in the lead of a sprint car race at
Salem Speedway in his home state of Indiana.
Tickets for the induction ceremony can be purchased online at
www.mshf.com or by calling 248-349RACE (7223).
The Motorsports Museum & Hall of Fame is operated by the Motorsports Museum and Hall of Fame of America Foundation Inc. CurMuseum District, the Motorsports Hall of Fame of America features the sculptures and stories of 181 Heroes of Horsepower
along with racing and high performance vehicles representing the
broad spectrum of America motorsports. The constantly changing collection features racers from the world of Indy cars, stock
cars, motorcycles, drag racing, Can Am, sprint cars, powerboats,
truck racing, karts, aviation and even snowmobiles.
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Racing luminaries Dale Armstrong, Joie Chitwood, Alan
Kulwicki, Jeremy McGrath, Ken Squier, Jerry Titus and
Rich Vogler will be inducted into the Motorsports Hall of
Fame of America when the organization stages its annual induction ceremony on Aug. 25, 2010 at The Fillmore
Detroit. “The Motorsports Hall of Fame Class of 2010
features champion drivers who doubled as an innovative
crew chief, a showman and stunt man, a race team owner and a magazine editor. Joining them are an all-time
win leader in sprint cars and midgets, a ground breaking
broadcaster and a legendary Supercross rider whose

Members Found In Chicken Soup!
Submitted by Kay Presto

RaceFansTV.com Launched
RaceFansTV.com is a website that will be launched on

If you pick up a copy of the new "Chicken Soup
for the Soul: NASCAR:" book, you will see the
names of some of our AARWBA members.

Provide richer entertainment alternatives for
existing motorsport enthusiasts who cannot
currently watch real racing from Monday to
Saturday. We will broadcast 10 channels of
historic racing video 24 hours per day with
channels dedicated to Open Wheel (Formula 1,
IndyCar, Formula 3, A1GP, etc.), Touring Car
(NASCAR, DTM, WTCC, BTCC, etc.), Sports
Car (LeMans, ALMS, GT3, etc.), Documentaries
(Interviews, Historical Reports, etc.), etc.

On page 55, our
current southern vicepresident, Mike Harris,
has penned a compelling, in-depth story
about Dale Earnhardt,
Sr. On page 241, our
current eastern vicepresident Lewis Franck
tells a great inside story
about Dale Sr.'s engine
man, Lou LaRosa.
Our former western
vice president, Kay
Presto, has a story
about Kenny Wallace
on page 84, a touching story about NASCAR
drivers and a little cancer-stricken race fan on page
98, and an "as told by Mike Skinner to Kay Presto"
on page 257.
This book is chock-full of funny, interesting, and
heart-tugging stories by drivers, fans, journalists,
and others.
ISBN: 978-1-935096-44-3. USA price $14.95
Kay also has a story in that same publisher's
"Ultimate Christian Living" book, about Fr. Phil
DeRea, the Catholic priest who says Masses at the
IndyCar races.
ISBN-13: 978-0-7573-1453-7 USA price $14.95

Attract a new generation of fans (relying on
internet-based video and social networking in
addition to news and historic information - some
of which currently exists online, but is spread
across hundreds of fragmented websites)
Establish an online experience that puts each
race and class of racing into greater context
(surrounded by news, historic information, and
lively conversations among fellow enthusiasts)
such that each person can better understand the
dynamics and emotions involved in motorsports and therefore get more engaged in the action as
well as the personalities associated with racing.
Create a platform for media content owners to
generate significant incremental revenue from
their sunk investment in aging video assets. It is
well known that most historic racing programs
are already available on the Internet in pirated
versions (where content owners generate no
royalties). When our site becomes dominant,
these pirate sites will become far less relevant.

These objectives will be achieved to make
RaceFansTV the major destination for racing fans by
integrating the following 4 critical features into a
website that is bright, intuitive to navigate, up-to-date,
and with a family-friendly tone.

Do you have a favorite old photo of
you, at work, covering motorsports?
If so, please send it to the
editor - with a short caption - and
we will run it in a future issue of

- TV Quality Video of Historic Race Events
- Current News Reports
- Online Motorsport Community
- Racing Wiki

ImPRESSions.

AARWBA members should take a look at the
editorial guidelines for RaceFansTV that
appears on the next page.
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April 6, 2010 with the following objectives:

RaceFansTV.com addresses the interests of motor racing fans worldwide, providing a destination
rich in content pertaining to almost every type of motor racing. The site contains 10 channels of ongoing racing video from years past, and editorial content to support the specific type of racing in that category. News on upcoming events, recent events, and ongoing events keeps the race fan abreast of
the latest happenings in his particular sphere of interest. A comprehensive racing wikipedia provides
depth to the user experience and serves as a growing research tool for the motorsports fraternity. A
community of forums, blogs, and Race Fan Reports connects the users to each other and enhances
the enthusiasm, comeraderie and interaction between race fans worldwide.
News Reports: News updates, reports, results and data are in constant demand at
RaceFansTV.com. Each specific news piece can be as brief as a few lines or as long as 400 words.
Contributors need to cite their source(s) for the information submitted. If still photos or video clips of
the subject of the report or news piece are available, they are most welcomed and should be submitted along with the text if possible.
Feature Articles: RaceFansTV.com will run a variety of feature articles on virtually any topic appropriate to the nature of the site. Included would be full race meeting reports, interviews with drivers,
team owners, support personnel, etc., personal experiences, opinion editorials, historical perspectives, analysis on specific machines, their technology, development, etc. Short features run from 400600 words, full features up to 2500 words. Still photos and video clips are welcomed to accompany
any features. Please query with story proposal if not sure of appropriateness.
RacingWiki: A comprehensive library of racing information, definitions, data, results, rules, regulations, machines, drivers, teams, manufacturers, tracks and venues, history, etc. will be built in the
RaceFansTV.com site. Contributions are welcome and accuracy is essential.
Compensation: RaceFansTV.com is largely composed of content provided through collaboration
with its members who desire to be a part of a global motorsports phenomenon. In most cases, bylines
can be given for news pieces, news releases, short features (not RacingWiki). Original photos taken
by contributor receive photo credit. On occasion, we may agree to full features that pay 5¢-10¢ per
published word, byline, and subscription to RaceFansTV, and $10 per published photo. Compensation is provided directly from RaceFansTV LTD on a monthly basis.
Submissions: All editorial contributions are to be submitted electronically to
editorial@racefanstv.com. Copy may be attached as a Word or other text document, or pasted into
the body of the email. Photos are preferred in RGB jpeg format, 72 dpi or greater. Please include
author’s name, address, phone number, Social Security or Tax Identification number, primary email
address, and specific topical area of the site for which it was submitted.

Dave Destler
Editorial Director
818-710-1234 (Los Angeles, CA)
editorial@racefanstv.com
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Editorial Guidelines

Photos By Kay Nichols
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Editor’s Note: Due to a technical glitch, some
versions of the February ImPRESSions
newsletter did not have this page included
and so we are reprinting it in this issue. Sorry
for the mixup.
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